
Interview September 24, 1970 with Vernon Johnston by 
Harry Wells 

HW. What particular organizations are you a member of, what is 

your position in these organizations? 

A. I am at present President of the North Preston Youth Improvement 

Association, I am also on the Executive of the NSAACP. A number of these 

I have given up because too much involvement because of university 

purposes. 

HW Are those all of your organizations? 

A. At present, well there are some others, I didnot bother any more, 

I just cant attned to. 
lHW. Did you help.to found many ofthe youth groups around this aeea? 

A. Yes. I understand there was a group already in Hammonds Plains 

but I started a group in North Preston and also led the way fmr a group 

to start in East Preston and Cherrybrook. 

HW What do you think Black power is? How do you start these groups 

in terms of being involved with black power? 

A. Speaking of black power, this isnt black power. These people are 

black young people, their ideas have collected and when ideas are collected 

we try to use the ideas for the improvement of the community - this is 

black power. For example in North Preston we are trying to establish 

and we have and we the young people have done this ourselves. Several 

other things the other groups have been doing are black power as they are 

done by black people. 

HW. You have talked to me before - the community is trying to get a 

gas station and things like that. 

A. This is in North Preston. 

HW Dont you find that black power in communities becomes stronger. 

A. Yest but at this point I am rather dubious whether people actually 

feel the way I myself feel or many of the young people in our group. 

The Young people ideals are wholly different from their parents. But 
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in North Preston we are trying to establish a garage, maybe a restaurant 

or something of this type. 

HW WHAT do ¥OU think of the BUF and how does that relate to the problems 

of black people around here? 

A. I have no trouble in defining black power because evenif it is done 

by blacm people, this is power because it takes social boost to move things 

and ifil this movement is what you call black power. If you want to be very 

dogmatic and you say black power is violence, it is up to you, but black 

power is very constructive when people want to make i t constructive. 

As far as BUF is concerned 

HW How do you feel it relates to the problems of black people? 

A. I am really dubious as it will get off the ground because the main 

reason is that the leaders who are on the interim committee of BUF - they 

dont seem to be leaders who most people would like to have. BUF is a great 

thing even in Preston, except that after you get off the ground, the 

leadership which people want in a so~called democracy country you must 

have leaders who are elected by the people and even respect the wishes 

of the people. In this case I dont thingfk the leaders respected the 

wishes of the people who are supposed to be involved. Until then you 

wont have a constructive and a very good organization. 

HW Do you think BUF could go somewhere if it didnt have this leadership 

problem? 
could be 

A. Most definitely. BUF xx a great thing for black people here and 

if it could work here I feel it could also be an example for black people 

in America and other places in the world. 

HW In present terms of thinking about what you think of constructive 

black power, what do you consider community power - the distinctions you draw. 

A. In dealing with black people there can hardly be any distinction. 

H.W What factors have shaped your prQsent position and thinking about 

black peo~le? What factors have influenced you to make you Jmxk realize 
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you want to work for black people? 

A. What has really influenced me is the fact that I have seen and studied 

and read mu~h about black people. For instance every magazine I like 

to get the motivations and censuses. Ebony is a great thing because you 
knights 

dont see white mtti:mlX~X and you know very well it is in the past 

we have always had white ~RxmR knights in armours and nothing about black 

people. It sorts of builds your ego up and your whole interest when you 

learn about something yourself. Everybody likes to hear about their own 

history, yheir own origination. I read a lot about black people and 

try to help them as much as possible and this helps me to build up my 

whole interest in the black pwople. 
What books 

HW. KXXXRXXRXX:RMRXXXXEmmHXIUffl::p<:ha Ve you read ? 

A. I havent read too many about black people, I read articles, I 

read Ebony, Jet and everything. Also other books by Martin Luther King 

and Eldridge Cleaver. 

HW. In terms of reading these books, do these bomks influence you 

and do you try to apply them to the Nova Scotian si~tion? 

A. Being a black person, I automatically have to. I can see direct 

relationships between myself and other people in Africa, America, 

West Indies, anywhere. I dont know if other people/can see it or not 

then it would have to have much affect on me. I just wish that other people 

would feel the very same way. Because this is the thing that helps to build 

up motivation and you are sure that somebody cares and somebody has to care 

in order to generate these things. 

HW Has there been any local factors that influenced you towards 

your present thinking? 

A. Any local factors that really have influenced me - the fact that 
,0./1-" 

i have seen many incidents that have haJ!!Ppfd to many of the black people 

here which I dont like, even as a kid. 
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HW Would you give me some examples o:fi:l these? 
A. I have seen where people were educated and they didnt really get 
a decent job, a job they would like to have and this has happened in many 
cases and this is a thinXg that really hurts especially when you are young. 
You sort of build things up and want to go and go on and you cant achieve 
these things and something has to break down. 
HW Can you think of any other local factor - I mean like living in which 
Preston iKNa an organized community. Are there any factors out there 
that have EERK~x influenced your present thinking? 
A. Living in Preston, especially in North Preston, I seen where many 
black people from other communities who have looked down on the people 
of Preston, North Preson or New Roads what it is called, they think 
that the people of North Preston are really ignorant people and they have 
nothing to offerto any society or to anyone else but this is not so and 
we have to prove this to them. At the same time I am not bitter about this 
fact although it hurts and if I can do anything to help baclk people in 
other black communities I am going to do it. Also in Preston we can boast 
about having our own black councillor and we have had for many years, although 
our councillor has not as much power as he would like to have, we are still 
proud of the fact that he is a black man and he is one of the best. You 
look at these people for what they stand for as long as you know as to what 
type of person or leader the individual will be. 
HW Has the American experience influenced your thinking? 
A. I think the American experience has influenced people the black people 
all over the world, whether they are 

or what. 

HW Why do you think this? 

or violent people 

A. Because the mass movement in some parts of the States has had a hard 

time. I have read much about this_ I have never been there. Bein~ black 
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as I said before I can feel a certain relationship. If I were down there 

I would have just as hard a time as they hade. Also in South Africa, 

Rhodesia and Angola - what is going on there has as much effect upon me 

as well and it should as much effect upon you and the other fact is that 

you are black. 

H.W. What happens in South Africa, Rhodesia and aful these places makes 

you realize that there is riacism in Nova Scotia? 

A. I dont need to go that far - I can see it around here. Not 

in my community as we have black people. 

HW Are you on the executive of the NSAACP. 

A. I am, I did mention that 

HW I thought you had resigned as you were going back to school? 

A. No. I also feel that it is very important that although a black person 

must get out of the environment in any case to achieve something as our 

conditions are not adequate to get a~ decent education. I still feel 

you must keep in contact with people within the community. Too often 

people have gone out to be educated - this wide gap has developed between 

the people left in the community and therefore for me to go back to 

my community you left todbe educated and lose all my co~tacts just 

like coming into Halifax and going somewhere else to go to University-

my contact between myself and Preston. It is a hard thing because when 

you go back people are going to say, hell who does he think he is coming 

in here to teach us this and tell us this. If you have a direct relationship 

between you and the people there, communicating with them as much as possible, 

I think this is not there as much. 

HW What other sources do you use to get information or news about 

black people? 

A. Naturally we listen to the radio, whether you can believe it or not 

but it is news- you can investiage for yourself if you really want to. 

HW. Do you talk ~ry much with friends and people about the problems 
of black people and do you do it regil.arly? 
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A. I guess I do, I used to do it too often and I used to come too 

a chance to sit down and 
HW How many people do you think you have 
talk about the problems of black people? 
of Friends? 

Do you have a small sircle 
quite frequently, 

A. No I have no small circle of frfends -/I think people get tired 

of it. I enjoy it as I feel it is the duty of myself, of any black people 

there are so man¥ white pemple who dont know anything about these things. 

You cant really blame them as they have never seen a black person they 

dont know how to react with them. People are people and in most cases 

parents have not done this, therefore I think it is our duty to educate 

these people if they are going to learn. 

HW I would like to know your reaction to a thing that happens quite 

frequently - when you see and hear about riots within the United States 

how do you react? 

A. My interest is very high as I am wondering what is going on down 

there. I know why they riot and as far as I iam concerned it is justified 

because something has to be done about these violences and even with the 

French Revolution this kind of thing evolved and we are no ditferent from 

anybody else. I dont feel they should riot but wh n they do riot I can 

understand their reasons and therefore it is hard to me to look around 

and say these people shouldncrt riot. There are many people who will never 

get anything unless they give their own message and this is their message, 

also it is wrong that people should be killed but this is the price one 

must pay for something which is beautiful. 

HW. What effect did the assassination of Martin Luther King have on you? 

A. Dr. King was a very and most respectful man and any person not only 

applies to black people, had much respect for him and during his death 

everything was very said about it. I found it very hard to believe. A 

man of his calibre could be assassinated just liee that. I should have 

known that it could happen to any human being but I n~ver expected it. 

I should have prepared myself for it. Whenever there is a black person 
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• trying to lead a way something always seems to get rid of him somehow. 

Sometimes white people who are speaking on black people's behalf. 

HW. Dis his assassination make you bitter or did it make you sort of 

racist for the time? 

A. For a short period when I went back to s:hool, it really hurt me 

and I began to talk to the other kids that a white person killed Martin 

Lother King - how many others will they kill? Will they kill me if 

I should go out and try to speak up for what I really believe in 

and which they should believe in - will they kill me? I didnt really 

feel racist after all the kids in my ciass and in the whole school 

in Nova Scotia they didnt do it, so you couldnt really be bitter about 

the whole thing. 

HW Even though Dr. King is gone now, are you still very int erested 

in the ideals of the struggle of American Blick leaders now? 

A. Although I had much respect to Dr. King, many other people have 

much respect for him, sill we cant leave all the work to be done in 

the hands of one person - there should be many black leaders. Many 

people who are willing to carry on this type of work~cause it is too 

much of a job for one person to do. We cant expect to sit back and 

let Dr. King or Abernethy or anyone else to do all this work. 

HW Do you know any present leaders that you are interested in now? 

A. Not especially. I dont care for criticixing people but in some 

cases you just have to criticize people. I feel that the leadership 

mainly in the States is not as strong as it used to be when Dr. King 

was head of the Siristian Conference. 

HW. I would like to get your opinion on some tactics - how do you 

feel about these tactics tha may solve some problems? What do you 

think about letter writing and phone calls to officials as a means 

of tactics to solving problems? 
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A. To officials 

HW. County officials, city officials 

A. Letter writing is o.k. calling on the phone is o.k. But how 

often has this been done and what results have come out of this? 

I think it is bes:.that you converse face to face,iand the~ they can 

see your expression. Just writing a letter and saying I want this 

and I want that, you are deman:lng. In certain cases people must demand 

they have the right to demand. 

HW. What do you think about community organized tactics in solving 

the problems? 

A. I think it is great - if you can have any kind of movement it has 

to be a mass of people and they should be really organized as much as 

possible to get a job done. 

liW Do you more or less emphasize community organization in North 

Preston? 

A. Most definitely 

HW What do you think about marches as a means of tactics 

to solve the problems? 

A. Marches are okay for making people aware that they have a problem 

and the people wan~ a change, o.k. for getting things across but there 

are certain methods to use which should be used to get across certain things. 

HW How do you feel about boycotts? 

A. I think boycotts are moreefffective and they are really effective 

only if everybody in a particular place will participate in this boycotting. 

HW. What do you feel about the idea of civil disobedience as a tactic 

to solve your problems? 

A. It takes the same form as marches - peopee just have to stop -

they say I dont give a damn about this and they are not going to stop 

when they are driving their car or what but the thing is if the traffic 
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is tied up they just cant keep driving or walking can they? 

HW Of the two marches or civil disobedience - would you classify 

both of them as the same? Have the same amount of effectivness? 

A. No a bit more effect is shown when the civil disobedience :mmxxx 

occurs because then people know that you really mean it - if you 

put your truck or car in the way and not move then you really mean 

business. You can march on that street all day long and people could 

say well these people/4.re marching and it means nothing to them, but when 

you have a truck or car in the way or tied up or whateger tactic you 

are going to use for civil disobedience - it is more effective I think. 

HW What do you thihk about violence as a tactics to solve problems? 

A. I dont really believe in violence myself but I do understand that 

in many cases violence cannot be avoided. As a Christian if somebody 

hit me, I am not that much of Christian I am not going to hit back, 

if they hit me to hurt me. I dont feel they should go to guns etc. 

In the Southern United States or Angola violence is something which 

cannot be aboid ed there and this is the only type of thing which is 

needed, but as far as the problems here in Canada,I dont think it has 

come to a point yet where violence has to be used because our problem here 

is much different, not much diiferent but different from the problem 

in the Btates, there are more black people than we havehere and in 

many cases some of the are tried differently here, therefore 

we whumld try to get as much done gy communicating with these people 

as possible before it can result in violence. With violence you know 

somebody is going to get hurt - who knows who it is going to be, it could 

be you or I. I can understand the people are prepared to die for 

what they believe in and this is good too but the thing is if ,you can 

save your life, why not save it. 

HW Do you think that ohly l:Jack people should be leaders in 

organiztions fighting fo~ their rights? 
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A. No I think that any human being who calls himself a dedent human 

being, he should go along with a black person or beside 

human rights especially where it is going to effect the whole world. 

IDt is better in these movements, it is not a black movement but it is a 

movement that black;people have generally a movement where you have people 

fighting for their reghts - because after we get these rights we should 

get these rights all settled for black people. Where do you say that 

black people have to learn with each other and we do not have a problem 

t¥¥ing to live together with each other. They are no ditferent from 

anyone else but the thing is if we fight for the rights of people regardless 

of their race, colour or creed, why are people fighting in this black cause 

black fighting in a red cause, in this case we are simply ~ighting 

in our own cause, havenut time to fight for the red cause that much, 

although we should try to fight for it., against these ingustices because 
it is preparing the way for a better world. 
HW Do you think that white people should be leaders in organizations 
fighting for the rights? 

A. They can be involved but in this case - for instance in places 

where there are no black people and if there are white people knowing 

discrimination takes place if a black person appears on the scene, well 

naturally you should have a leader to fight against this thing in white 

communities and this sort of thing but in the case where you have a black 

community I think you should have your own black leader in a black community. 
HW Do you feel that white people try to control? 
x:ixffl!ZX 
A. If we can do it to improve and change outlook of black people 

or change their impression, why cant white people do it to change the 

impressions of white people. 

HW If you were trying to solve the problems, rid society of prejudiced 

and discrimina tion who has to be changed the black or the white man? 

A. I c~uld say you know it you have white people - how oan you 

actually blame someone else - you cant blame the black man. People 

talk about Carmichael, other people talk about the injustice of white 



people afflicted by black people, red people or other people ~f the 

world who are not white and they dont like this but they must understand 

the reasons for all these injustices and why we have people such as Stogie 

Carmichael - he is great guy and we need people like Carmichael and guys 

such as George Wallace. I dont mean to say that two wrongs make things 

right but this is the way you have to work out in many cases. 

HW. According to an example you just gave, you said that white, black 

yellow people you lump them altogether have problems with the white man. 

Do you see all the white people have similar problems? 

A. Yes, ask any Red Indians of North America if their parents were 

allowed to marry blacks, they would say no their parents would not want 

to marry blacks. Discrimination exists within black groups, red groups, 

and white groups. You have black people in some cases refusing to marry 

Chinese or red people or whatever - the problem is prevalent and it takes 

place all over. 

HW Do you see all white people having similar problems? Do you think 

that the ehinese, Indians in North America, Indians in the Far East, Black 

people - do we all suffer from the same problems from the white man? 

A. Yes, I think that all the major races in the world have suffered 
SU . from l8[~press1on and suppression has been inflicted by white people. 

HW Do you see the poor whites having similar problems? 

A. Yes poor whites also have problems, even with white people. The 

history that I have read so far that so many people and it means that they 

would kill and sell their own mother - if a person is selfish they dont 

give a damn for anybody else. They want to get on top and tramp on 

anybody. 
the movement 

HW Do you see any poor whites as join~mg in/with black people for 
some problems? Do you think the poor people in the Creighton area 
have the same problems as the black people ,in that area? 

b .. w.\'D-JL r1wr- . 
A. the poor whites, it seems to me~~~.poor because of his .lack of 

ambition but the blacks are poor he has 
not been given the opportunity 



!n most cases to advance, I can see a white man being poor because 

in most cases it is lack of ambition 

HW . Do you see most of these people being exploited or suppressed 

by society? 

A. They both have been exploited to a certain extent but the black 

man has been more exploited by white people than the white man, the 

poor white. 
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HW There are many words going around what we should call ourselves 

which word would you prefer. 

A. I am black, if the white person calls himself white, why should 

I not call myself black and be proud of it. If they call me negro, 

I am negro - I do correct them in many cases I dont - this word black 

is just being accepted and it has not been fully accepted by all black 

people. If they respect me they can call me black, they can call me negro. 

HW Do you ever perceive yourself as being an African living in Canada? 

A. My really direct relationship with Africa - I was brought over 

here and my culture is Canadian because I dont know anything about the 

African culture and I could hardly call myself a pure African but by 

descent I am African. 

HW. When people ask you your nationalty? 

A. I am Canadian. 

HW You said you were influenced by what happens in the United 

Sates and West Indies - do you see the black people in these areas 

having similar problems as all over? 

A. I think they are probably stronger - they are the majority there 

in South Africa, Angola and Rhodesia, therefore their problems would 

have to stronger than onrs. They can hardly do a thing they want to do 

in their own country. There are more white people in the count ry than 

they have blacks but it about time the maJ·ori'ty f 1 o peop e respected the 
wishes and rights of minority. I feel that any human being in any society 
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br any nation has something to offer and JUlmixit is up to that 

society to get what these people have to offer and use it to the best 

of their advantage, nGt in slavery and use it so everybody can be happy. 

HW Do you see a militant slef help pro~am as being necessary if the 

black man is to succeed in the struggle? 

A. Militant in what manner 

HW What would you think of this being a militant self help program? 

A. I am not too clear on this. What I would call a militant slef help 

program. is a different matter from yours. 

HW What would you call a militant self help program? 

A. To my knowledge a militant self help program would be a program 

where people demand the things that you are fi~hting for. In some 

cases it results in violence - demand for what they believe in. 

HW. Do you see this yype of occurrence as being necessary or this 

type of program being necessary for black man to succeed? 

A. I think it is - when you are not complaining about anything, people 

think you are content. This has been the practice here in Nova Scotia 
they- think that 

for/many years -/black people dont want any changes and they come and 

publize anything they see bad in the community, they ,dont publicize 

that which is also ~ood and this is bad for the black man. It is time 

that these black people realize that these things are happening and 

they will continue to happen unless they get up and do something about it. 

As to the degree of militancy I am not going to say. 

HW. You say in New Roads and North Preston there are a lot pf things 

happening - this seems to me to be a self help program. 

A. I would not say the majority of people there = this is only 
is improvement 

an organization which/our young people/ organization in North Pres::on. 

H.W. I think this is a self help program. 

A. It is to the effect that we in North Preston are trying to help 

ourselves but we have not reached th t h . es age were we can call it the people 
are doing these things. The idea is to promote the motivation of these 
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beople to get them to establish their own self help programs. 

HW Do you think these programs are militant? 

A. No I dont think they seem militant because we try to help ourselves 

and we havenot gone to the government for anything and we try to a~mid 

this as much as possible, although the government can help us greatly 

if they want to. When you have the government sources involved there 

is always something attached. 

HW In talking about your community of North Preston, which tactics 

do you prefer - one of strengtheing the community of power, or the 

one of fostering individual excellence? 

A. It is nice that we try to build individual excellence but to 

help the community is more important than to help one self. I feel 

that to help our community individual abilities can be improved, 

ability of motivation pass on to other people. 

It is more important to help one's community than to help one self. 

HW What do you think are the most important qualifications of 

a black leader today? 

A. The strong qualification should be that blackpeople should be 

willing to make sacrifices - a leader and not to be selfish and to 

think of the people involved. It is not just good enough if I should 

think it good or evel for me and not for my boothers and sisters. 

HW Do you see the most important qualifcation is the black leader 

represents his people? 

A. Represents his people - to the fullest ability and extent. 

HW You think it ms more important than him having a good education 

or that he can communicate with white people. 

A. I think it is very important - at the same time we can be militant 

but we must also encourage people to be educated and we rave to try and 

fight these people with the weapons which they use. Education is one 

of the weapons they have applied for many years, since the beginning of 
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time, and it is time we had education and be able to fight these people 

with the same power as much as they can do with us. Eddcation plays 

a major part in any particular group. 

HW. What effect do you think the visit of American black power advocates 

had on the Nova Scotian situation? 

A. t think it had much effect. I am glad that they came here, although 

people really critized and they said I invited these people here but 

I think many people even those you blame myself and our youth for inviting 

them, which we did not, I think these people/4.re very glad these guys came. 

Because if opened the eyes of many people, black and white. 

HW Do you thmnk it made the people more militant? 

A. It made some, I think it made more of the young people more militant? 

H.W Do you think the young people in North Preston are more militant 

than they were before these guys came? 

A. No I dont think they are - yes some of them are. 

HW. Some of the girls werw l!ffHKXR~ wearing ?hair in the Afro style? 

A. Not all the girls, but many of these girls were from East Preston 

HW Were they doing this for the black power guys? 

A. No . To wear one;hair in the Afro style is not being militant. 

A sense of pride but not militant. 

HW What effect do you think Stokey Carmichael had when we came 

to North Preston? 

A. This is all tied in together- when the 
Carmichael came with them - these guys came 

people wondered at first who this guy was. 
to believe that here was Carmichael in North 
him many times and saw him on T.V. I never 
in North Preston. 

other guys came Mr. 
with him. Many 

I felt it very hard 
Preston - I read about 
expected to see him 

HW. Do you think he affected the kids at all? 
ha0 

A. I think it/some effect on some of the kids. They change their 

whole way of thinking at times. I find that when the kids went back 

to high school they seemed to appear more militant than ever before. 

this kept developing even after the people had left. They were more 
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' willing to stand up for what they believed in even if it meant a fight . 

HW What do ¥OU think are the major problems facing fuck people in this 

area? 

A. I think education pays a major .part to help to broaden the minds 

of people to be able to observe these things, black culture and black 

hmstory. I cant see a person having grade 4 or 5 education geing interested 

in black culture and so on. It appears to me that it is those who have 

gone to high school who are most interested in black culture and helping 

to change things. 
Living in North Preston in Africville 

HW Do you think one of t he majnv problems is the idea that the 

people dont have deeds? 

A. This is a mjaor problem that exists in the Preston area and 

has existed in Afriuille and this is why Africville was so divided 
and torn to pieces and destroyed. It is essential they should 

have a deed. 

HW Do you think many people are trying to get their deeas in t he 

Preston area? 

A. They are many people trying to get their deeds - they are many 

people building new homes and AI am qite sure they dont want people to come 

and be able to take these homes away from them. We have had a lawyer 

in the community helping to providerum!~Xl!fflXXXHXX legal services for t he 

people there and through him I understand that many people have applied 

for their deeds. 

HW Could you tell me what happened in Africville had any effect 

on some reprecussions in North Preston? 

A. Yes, not only in North Preston but also in other black communities. 

,_f'hey figured that if Africville was gone people also wondered il which 

community was going next - all the people in North Preston were afraid 

they would be next. I am quite sure these people want to stand up and 

fight for their homes and so on. 
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HW. Do ~eople talk about Africville very much in North Preston? 
A. Not now, Africville seems to be a lost topic. 
HW. I need your reaction to these statements - most whites 
want to keep blacks down as much as they can, would you agree 
or disagree with this statement? 
A. A good portion of the population is comprised of young people 
although some young people have prejudices but it is possible that 
they are not aware of these things because if they havent had a chance 
to educate some of the people - naturally they are going to believe 
what they are told. It is too general to say most people, if you 
want to say most people are willing to hold back 
it is only fair that you sould say that. 
HIW. If you took the whole Canadian society, do you think that 
most Canadians would want to keep black people down as long as they can? 
A. Most of the Canadian population is made up of younger people. 
HW Some people have said that thete are ~hite stores who take 
advantage of black customers/? Do you agree with this? 
A. Yes, and they don t show black customers the same respect 
they do to white customers in many instances. 
HW. Do you think that most of the stores like to take advantage 
of black customers? 

A. No I would not say most of them. 
civil HW. Most white who take part in EH:tmm rights demonstration are 

not really interested in the~~ problems of blacks. Do you agree? 
A. This is a very hard statement to endorse because you have to 
examine and there are manywhites working with black people in black 
organizations for years and they do more work in them than some black 
people. If they are working along with us, as long as they are not 
doing anything which is harmful, why should be criticize and talk about them. 
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HW Do you think the whites on the board of the NSAACP here are 

really interested? 

A. I think they are really interested, and sincere. Altho their 

method would be somewhat different from a black JPErson. 

HW. What type of neighbourhood do you prefer -if all these neighbourhood 

were equally well kept up.? 

mostly black. 

Would you prefer mostly white, mixed, 

A. The only thing if things were equally kept up for everybody -

e~al rights - it is up to the individual where he wants to live. 

If I want to live in a wfuite community and people treat me as human 

be , ing and not as a black person, as long as my family will be 

enjoying themselves, it shouldnt make much difference, if things were 

equal. 

HW. If the physical aspect of the community was the same, I 

would say that you would prefer to live in a mixed community? 

A. I think that I would. I think that people of different races 

have something to offer, and you can learn from each other. By 

being in North Preston I dont know anything about what is going on 

in Halifax if Halifax is all white and Preston is all black. By 

living in a mixed community in most cases you can find out what is 

going on. 
Second side 
HW. How did you first become permitted to work for your community? 

A. Ever since I was old enough to realize we had p~oblems in our 

community and were lacking many things which other communities enjoyed 

I have been involved as much as possible. 

HW. What particular factors - what influenced you to become involved 

why did you become involved? 

A. The fact is that I have been able to get ariound and meet various 

peopfe and I have seen their reaction to other black people, although 

they treated me very nicely in most cases. I could see when they 
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talked to other people fuck the approach was somewhat different even 

as a young kid and it became clearer and clearer and I knew that we 

had to do something to change some problems. 

HW Did the church influence you at all towards your thinking or 

X>m!KX towards your commitments? 

A. Well the church influenced me also. I was involved in amny of 

these church activities. I was on many of the boards of the church 

and I was really concerned with trying to get the people of the community 

themselves to chage. By being in these societies ti also give you 

the sense to know you want your society to function as proper as 

it can possibly be or more proper than somebody'i else's organization 

of the same type. 

HW I still dont understand how you say the church influenced you? 

A. The church did as the church also helped me to get around and 

meet various people. As far as my thinking, the church had little 

to do with that outside Christianity. I am a Christian- being 

a Christian this had some effect upon me. I dont want to see people 

being killed if it can be avoided - I believe in the Christian faith 

so it is wrong for me to say that the church didnt have some effect 

upon me. 

HW If you are a ehristian some of the many doctrines as I am 

your brother's keeper and do unto others as they do unto you, did 

these doctrines help shape your thinking what you should do - that 

you are all boothers? 

A. I can see that things are better solved when people are doing 

things together - I can see better results. You dont call it the 

Christian way of looking at it but there is nothing I have to be 

ashamed of if I happen to be a Christian - I am proud of it. I am 

not highly religious but the church has some effect upon me and 
my thinking. I only wish many other ~eople :kkkKk feel like I do. 
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I do believe that we should always put God first and then try to 

get things to work out - we have to have faith and faith imm:HXX becomes 

a whole wide section. Having faith means that a person should really 

believe what he is doing without actually believing in the fights of 

people. I believe that the church has some effect on anybody. Some 

people say they have left the church but deep down even as a young kid 

the church has some influence upon what they do right now. Black 

people are really religious people -maybe they are turning away more 

from God now because of the scientists which change our opinion about 

God and christianity. 

HW You say many of the black people are turning away from chs~stianity -

I find this in the Sates, the black yough are rejecting christianity. 

Mmxx:~x Most.people say christianity has spoiled the system,-the 

slaves and oppressed people -,why is this? 

A. I can't see that - because God is superios to all of us. God 

it not going to influence you to be a racist. God is not coming down 

here to tell you ao be a racist or you should hate somebody else. 

The churches in America, in Canada - if they are going to discriminate 

and become racists well it not because of God, of belief in God that 

makesyou do this. I believe in Go~d too and it is not going to make 

me go and be an Uncle Tom. I believe in these things, I told you 

I believe - I cant see that this is means of holding me back. 

HW. The point is this spme of the racists I found in the United States 

are some of the southern Baptist leaders, like Rev. Billy Wilker 

A. You cannot blame it on Cbd the fact that Rev.Walker DD anybody 

else - you cant blame God for these people, they make mistakes, 

they use it for their own interpretation, they use their tools and 

their weapons to be racists for the human dignity and pride, not god. 

HW. In other words peace in the world is lost. 

A. You are really a Christian by your actions. I say I believe in 

God but if I dont act can you really say I am a Christian. 
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.I think there is a mistake that too many people make - they say I am 

not going to church but dont lose your faith in God because of certain 

people in that church. People take the bible and use the bible to get 

across their messages and the thing they want to do whether it is racism 

or any other thing. 

HW Do you say that the Bible and the church are all relevant? 

A. I am not saying that, I am saying that people should not blame God 

and should not blame the Bible for the fact that things are not working 

out and somebody should use the Bible and use God's name to aay they are 

working for God and not doing it. These people are hyproctites . 

HW Even the slavery in Africa was done by missionaries - how can 

you still be involed when you see all these historical facts happen? 

A. These hmstorical facts were done by man - they used the Bible 

to say I am here to make you people Christians - they have used the Bible. 

HW If God really loved people, why would he have people enslaved 

for 400 years? 

A. This is one question which is very difficult to answer - even 

the theologians. What I am aaying is that God works on his own time 

and has his reasons for eferything as you and I would have our reasons 

for everything we do. I think that God is so superior to us that we cannot 

question the things which he does. 
to 

HW. Between the fo6mAfrica Kll!K The West Indies was 

over 25 million people died. 

ta Also there is Satan too. I also believe in Satan and who is to 

say that God is having a continual battle with Satan or not and who 

is to say. It is very difficult for us to say. 

HW. Early today vou were telling me you care more about other tpeople 

than you care about yourselfj What has caused you to think this way? 

A. If I can help somebody else anything that comes unto meand people 

are going to bless me later on. I feel we should do good works to help 
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others first of all. 

HW Do you think this is a good Christian feeling, this attitude of 

letting other people go ~efore you? 

A. That means you should open the door for anybody and say you go 

before I - you:sx must specify but when money is to be given out, I 

am not going to let any old person go before me if their needs are 

greater than mine. Put people before you in the sense that if you 

can help them as much as pou possibly can. 

HW Most people are after for themselves - I am going to get mine 

before anybody else, What you are saying, well I will let everyone telse, 

in terms of well being, I am willing to let people go before me, I am not 

just selfish. 

A. Their need is greater than mine. 

HW What factors have caused you to think this way? 

A. I guess it is all part of my Christian belief. 

HW You think you learn this from the Bible or I!IXR~HXXX your parents 

have taught you this? 

A. My parenns taught me not to be selfish - my mother is not really 

religious - she is a member of the church and of the choirs and church 

groups. But mother has some great principles which she has filled us \ilp 

with and I respect her very much for this. 

HW How many years ? 

A. I have many years in office because I have been working out of 

the area and have been to Acadia 

HW. ~xmex I dont want to pry into your personal life, but 

what I am saying is one of the reasons I think you are not going to return 

people in the church made some false charges against you and said that 

you had done this and had done t hat. Do these people have any ehristian 

understanding? 
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A. Right that is why I feel I dont go b.ack there because I know 

no matter how I talk to the people they are not going to change their 

attitudes. I/ feel if I am going to be a stumbling black to these 

people, and If I am going to stand in their way, they cant be true 

Christians realizing that these people/4.re not true Christians, why 

should I go there just to hinder them more but the fact that I am 

there and they figure I am a Black ~ower advocate or black panthere 

which means violence in their mind. Why $hould I sit there in the 

church knowing that these people cannot .worship by having me there? 

I feel I am a Christian myself and I, should not be a stumbling block 

for anybody. 

HW How can you depend so much on Christianity if you see 

these people doing ¥OU this way? 

A. Again I see these people as being human beings and people and 

not being God. 

HW You say God is working in all of us. 

A. Yes, God is working in all .os us, a bit of God is working in all of us 

and also a bit of Satan is working in all of us. 
Methodist 

HW I have a friend who is a/minister - he has been attacked by 

Black power and is interested in black power and says that the church 

has really been used to exploiti the black man and to suppress the black 

man - he constantly being asked to answer these questions. Do you see 

yourself as having to go through the same thing/? I think black people 

are turning away from Christianity, do you see this as a problem for you? 

HWxA. If all the black people want to jump in the lake, should I 

jump in the lake because I am black. People should be themselves 

and be individuals. I am not going to give up all the things in my 

believe just to lead somebody else - a leader can lead people today. 

HW A lof of people make the statement that history is our only judge. 

Historically is that the reason to burn someone's house down. If 
we have to rej)<!ect Christianity •••• 
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A. I dont think we have to reject it, People take religion and use 

it to their own liking_ How can I actually blame God, why should I turn 

away from God for the bad things the people are doing themselves. 

RIDple must realize that it is not God who is doing it. 

HW Another friend of mine has this expression - Christianity is a sort 

of novacaine to make black people willing to accept their place but 

look heaveiis up here so you take all this punffiffihment and all these abuses 

on earth and pray to get to heaven. 

A. A lot of people would say this but they cant prove it. I dont go 

for philosophy having fear on earth if I believe in that I wouldnt 

believe in God and heaven. 

HW All the prayers say oh dear God take us out of these terrible 

situations and out of our misery and let us ascend to Heaven. 
What people were saying is 

A. This Christianity was that would make a lot of 

people accept their place in society. If this is so,it is also said 

in the Bible that God helps those who help themselbes . People are 

afraid to attempt to get out and to change the whole 

structure. I feel that so many didnt help themselves and those who 

tried didnt succeed because they were killed. Many of these black 

people are afraid to take chances in business, industry and so on. 

They dont take chances , they feel they are going to lose everything 

if they take chances. As a rule black people are not going to take 

chances and this is the kind of thing that has much effect on any 

community. 

HW If Christianity has been used cSa tool to make black people 

accept their place, why not throw this tool out and get something else? 
Who can prove that 

A. xxd~RXXXEXHk Christianity has been a tool - people take Christianity 

and they twist it as they see fit. It means that they KRX are going to 

take it and they can get you to go along to their way of thinking by 

using Christianity. The same with a gun, a gun is only destrutive 
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when people use it in a destructive manner. These things are there. 

HW I think what has happened the leadership of the Black Power 

Movement has changed from the hands of old mmnisters , now the 

leadership is in the hands of students or the black youth, like 

Carmichael, Cleaver, all the young people more associated with the 

student side, of the movememt than with the religious side of the movement. 

Would you being a student and also a Christian, what kind of problems 

are you going to have - as a student we see there is no scientific 

foundation for religion, we see that this idea of Christianity hasnt 

helped us and we reject it, what position are you going to be in? 

A Some ~eople also believe that people really made from evolution 

and I can combmne the two myself but the thing is that they try 

to make out black people as more of an animalistic type than white 

people or any other people, you must always be very careful but me 

I uan take and combine them. I .can say here is God and even question 

yourself and say why where did this come from and why and why and go 

back to infinity. If you accummulate them both I think the bases are 

stronger, much firmer when you relate the both of them together. But 

the reason for this great change coming within young people is the fact 

that they have more education, even some of our ministers, but with 

the mass of wek people being educated today, it is hard to get one person 

to be spokesman for the people. 

HW Still dont you see the difficulties occurring as a student 

and the Bhristians, do you see the chance of you lessening your belief 

in God by being a student, dont you see that you might go along with 

the students right now? 

A. No, only if the students arguments can prove to be stronger than 

the belief, as yet it has not proven to me and to many people with Ph.D's. 

HW. I know a lot of guys myself who are highly religious and you get 

d ·t k you confused all these other arguments presented to you an 1 ma ES 



and it puts your thinking in a dilemma. You dont know if you really 

believe in these things, whether your previous beliefs are really true 

or if you were wrong all the time. 

A. It makes you think but if you have any Christian faith in the 

beginning you should never lose that because the very people you 

converse with in universities they are white and most cases white 

people and you cant say they are using a different method since 

we are changing from one method to hold us back. I am not saying 

that this is so bue I wont say they are not. People will just have 

to weigh these things for themselves. It is awful hard to be 

contradictory at times because some people can weigh things out in 

adifferent way of thinking - like people believe that the Bible says 

xx an eye for an eye 

wrong you should 

and a tooth for a tooth means if something is 

and the Bible says do unto others 

as you have them do unto you. People use their own interpretation. 

The same thing applies. 

for ourselves. 

But we must learn to be individuals and think 

of religion 
HW You say that this new method/is.given to us by white people 

do you agree with that? 

A. I dont thinm I said directly given by white people. In most 

universities are white and they have white teachers and white 

philosophers and scholars, most of them think there is no God. 

It now seems to be dropping even among black people. 

HW. So you think it is wrong among black people. 

A. Because our teachers happen to be white 

HW. If you solve the problems of black people, 

in a community power, as you said earlier, 

well ywvomxx if you want to get the problems solved you see the 

people with the power who dont believe in God, why dont you not 

believe in God, may be you get some of the power too. 

26 
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A. If they dont believe in God, it ,is not helping me. For 

instance the people here in Preston after the war of 1812, I 

think they were put here to die but as f think they had beliefe 

in God and it made them stronger. The people in the States 

and they had a very hard time, harder than they had here. If 

they hadnt their strong religb.us belief they would have been 

wtnse off and may have been extinct today. 

HW You say that God will solve all problems. 

A. I cannot see that we just should get rid of God and say 

there is no God. 

HW You say that God will solve all problems. 

A. I am not saying that God will solve our problems - it will 

depend on the individual and his communication with God. Also 

I do believe that you must help yourself. 

HW As things occurred in Preston with Stokeley Carmichael 

corning there and you being President of the Youth Group 

and you want Stole..ey in and the key to let him in. 

A. No I just opened the door to let the kid come into the meeting. 

H.W You were branded as being a Black Panther and a Black Power 

advocate - How has this effected you, what have you done to make 

the people who have known you all :1dmx your life, change their 

minds about you. 

A. I havent done anything about it. If they want to think I 

am a Black Panther, let them think it. It is a free world and people 

are allowed to think and believe in what they want to believe. 

HW. Your father questioned you on this - what did you do to 

convince him? 



A. I just told him I waaat. Even now I wasnt because the truth is I 

wasnt I dont think we have any Black Panthers in Halifax - t hey dont 

know what it is all about even, but if anybody asks me about it, I am 

going to say I am not. 

HW Have you tried to show your parents there is nothing wrong with 

Black power? 

A. What about my uncle - I am not going to show my uncle anything. 
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If he is so interested in helping black people, I think he should go out 

and investigate these things for himself. 

HW Have you tried to help your parents? 

A. My mother understands the whole situation and is very proud about it. 

She has gone to and seen the conditions there for 

herself and she is very liberal minded in many ways and there is no need 

for me to tell her. My father is interested 

HW. What kind of argument do you present to your father to 

make him realize that there is nothing wrong with your involvement in 

these issues involving Black power? 

A. It depends on what you mean by black power. Thea:-gument depends 

on what he means by black power. I show him my interp~Eia.tion of black 

power in constrast to his and he can take it or leave it, it is up to him. 

HW. What interpretation has he of black pwoer? 

A. At first my father's interpretation of black power was violence 

as many other people of the old community of Nova Scotia, but I havent 

questioned him since about the issue. I notice that every time something 

black is on T.V. since I am no interested, he CElls me in and is interested 

in what whe people have to say. 

HW. Have you had any influence on your parenns? 

A. I think I have. 

HW. In what way 

A. Awareness - that we need a change 
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HW How lave you brought this awareness? 

A. By discussion and by the things you get involved in 

H.W. Are they interested and do they approve of everything you are 
involved in? 

A. I havent seen any incidences where they haven't approved yet. 

HW Do you think that most of the yough in North Preston have 

created this awareness in people there. 
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A. I think we have done more than anyone else to create awareness 

there and even now my uncle would say that black power is destructive 

and dangerous. 

HW. What kinds of things made them change their minds? What do 
con 

you use to make old people think that black pwoer can be destructive? 

A. I told you the plans we had for a service station and other 

types. These are the things that we use to try to show people that 

what black power really is. Is that good enough to tell people 

that black power is not violence but black power is constructive 

which will benefits the whole community. You have to show these 

people, it is not just good enough to tell the people, and this is 

the tactics we use. 

HW Are you saying that the greatest way that the youth affect 

the older people is by showing them that they are proud and willing 

to stand up and go after things that they want? 

A.A. It shows them that they can also be constructive as well as 

destructive. 

HW. Do you think the oleer people are trying to say if they can 

get it we can get it now? 

A. Ri ght, I also believe it. This is why we try as much as 

possible to direct our thinking and our projects along these lines. 

HW. Do you think your uncle is more or less in tune with what is 

happening? 

A. 
was he in tune or not, it is hard for me to say. 
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